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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

A data architect needs to build a sales dashboard. Data is stored in a legacy database. The extracted data contains the
date in the format, `YYYDDMM\\'. Due to the source date format, the dates are being loaded as numbers. 

Which function should the data architect use to fix this issue? 

A. Timestamp 

B. Date 

C. Date# 

D. Timestamp# 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A data architect has two tables that contain Sales and target data for employees. The tables are loaded into Qlik Sense
and are associated by EmployeeID. The data architect creates a bar chart of total Sales vs. Target. The architect
notices some values for target are too high, and employees with NO sales should be excluded. 

Which function should the data architect use to resolve these issues? 

A. Left Join 

B. Inner Join 

C. Left Keep 

D. Outer Join 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A QlikView app was converted to a Qlik Sense app using the Dev Hub converter. 

The new Qlik Sense app was reloaded without editing the script or the server settings, which created a 

script error. 

What should a data architect do to resolve the issue? 

A. Delete the Qualify statement 

B. Add fields to the Qualify statement 

C. Use a folder connection 

D. Check the QVDs 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Refer to the exhibits. 
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Business analytics report data issues in the Value field of a table since the latest reload of the data. 

What causing this issue? 

A. Null values in the source data 

B. Hyphen characters (`-`) in the source data 

C. Pre-aggregated data is being used 

D. Some categories do NOT exist in the Category table 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

An organization stores sales data in SQL Server. A database administrator creates a view to show the transaction data.
The data architect must: 

Create a data model that shows the total sales for each salesperson by month 
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Create an indicator that shows whether the total monthly sales meet or exceed the monthly quota, which is always
$1,200 

Which script should the data architect use to meet these requirements? 

A. B. C. 

D. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 

A data architect is reviewing an app that is under development. The app as NOT been published. All data has been
validated in all charts and KPIs. The data architect notices that the data model has two fact tables with common field
names that cause a synthetic join. 

Which step should the data architect take to correct the data model without affecting the app? 

A. Concatenate LOAD the data from the Sales and Budget tables to combine into a single table. 

B. Create a composite key in the Sales and Budget tables that consists of the Year, EmployeeID, and ProductID 

C. Perform a composite key in the Sales and Budget tables instead of loading Year, EmployeeID, and ProductID 
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D. Perform a mapping load for the Employees table and use ApplyMap in the Sales and Budget tables. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 

An existing app on Qlik Sense Enterprise is duplicated and transferred to a data architect to add some additional data.
When trying to manually reload the original script, the data architect receives an error. 

What should be done to make sure the script runs correctly? 

A. Add the line LIB CONNECT TO `SQL (abc_qservice)\\'; before the LOAD for the OrderDetail table. 

B. Give the data architect the Read rights on the data connections in the QMC. 

C. Make the data architect the owner of the app in the QMC. 

D. Add the LIB CONNECT TO `QVD (abc_qservice/OrderData.qvd)\\'; before the LOAD for the OrderData table. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibit. 

A data architect needs to transform the values for SalesYear from `Sales 2016\\' to display only the year values `2016\\'
and `2017\\' in the table. 

Which two functions can the data architect use to accomplish this in the script? (Choose two.) 

A. Right(`$(vSalesSheet)\\' as SalesYear 

B. Left($(vSalesSheet)\\' 4) as SalesYear 

C. SubField($(vSalesSheet)\\',\\' `,2) as SalesYear 

D. LTrim(`$(vSalesSheet)\\') as SalesYear 

E. SubField($(vSalesSheet)\\',\\' `,1 ) as SalesYear 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

A data architect needs to develop three separate apps (Sales, Finance, and Operations). The three apps share
numerous identical calculation expressions. The data architect wants to reduce duplicate script and stores it on a file
server that Qlik Sense can access. 

How should the data architect complete requirements? 

A. Call batch file 

B. Macro on server 

C. Execute server script 
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D. Include script function 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A car manufacturer has several QlikView apps. The manufacturer decides to migrate some specific apps to Qlik Sense.
The manufacturer decides to migrate some specific wants to reuse front-end variables from the previous QlikView app. 

Which strategy should a data architect use to meet these requirements? 

A. Use the QlikView converter within the Dev Hub of Qlik Sense 

B. Drag and drop a QVM file into the Qlik Sense hub and create a new app 

C. Export the existing LOAD script into a QVS file for later reuse in Qlik Sense 

D. Copy and paste the LOAD script of the existing QlikView app into the new app. 

Correct Answer: A 
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